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A small change in image will cause a dramatic change in signals. Visual system is required to be able to
ignore these changes, yet speciﬁc enough to perform recognition. This work intends to provide biologicalbacked insights into 2D translation and scaling invariance and 3D pose-invariance without imposing
strain on memory and with biological justiﬁcation. The model can be divided into lower and higher
visual stages. Lower visual stage models the visual pathway from retina to the striate cortex (V1),
whereas the modeling of higher visual stage is mainly based on current psychophysical evidences.
Keywords: Biologically inspired vision; 3D pose-invariance; face recognition; hierarchical architecture.

1. Introduction
Applications of face recognition have been integrated in areas such as human–machine interaction.1 and security applications. Face recognition
maps the image of a person to the appropriate information corresponding to the person such that further processing can be achieved.2–5 Technologies in
face recognition are improving, but, they are still
far inferior compared to biological visual system in
virtually every way. Although capable of achieving
near perfect recognition rate under controlled condition, the performance of face recognition is less than
mediocre when applied to real-life uncontrolled situation. Variables found in real-life scenario such as
facial expressions, viewing poses, external accessories

and occlusions needed to be dealt with, in order
to achieve successful recognition. However, there is
also an issue of performance versus computational
power.6 Yet, biological visual system outperforms
advance artiﬁcial visual systems, despite the neurons being a few tenths of magnitude slower than
transistors, and has lower accuracy and resolution.
Therefore, it is crucial to study how nature comes
out with this eﬃcient processing to perform feats of
such magnitude. But this does not mean one needs
to emulate birds to be able to ﬂy, but rather, study
the underlying principles that causes ﬂight. In other
words, we try to learn the “laws” exploited by nature
in the course of evolution to come out with an eﬃcient visual system.
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Biological wise, there is a rapid progression in
knowledge in neuroscience as well as developments in
computational models to emulate and explain experimental observations of biological brain in the past 60
years. Human visual system is one of the most studied systems of the brain. But due to the complexity of
the brain, scientists still do not have suﬃcient knowledge to fully understand the sophisticated processes
that happen during recognition process. Currently,
only deductions based on observations are made on
the possible processing that took place for diﬀerent
parts of the brain.
Piecing together the puzzle is a monumental task.
Many researchers have contributed in various ways
to close the gap of understanding. Therefore, it is
the intention of the researcher to also try to contribute a small piece for the puzzle, that is, to build a
framework that can act as a guide to assist in piecing
together the fragmented studies and information on
visual invariance, as well as giving insight into a more
eﬃcient way of performing recognition such that it
can be applied to current face recognition systems.
The framework is built based on well-established
research and ﬁndings. There are also possible contradictions with other prominent models. As an example, the framework built assumes a feed-forward path
for early visual stages due to the fact that spiking rate of neurons according to the conventional
view of academic establishment is too slow for feedback to take place to obtain the speed observed in
experiments during recognition tasks.7,8 Yet, there
are other justiﬁcations that feedback can happen
that are biologically plausible such as through critical
fusion frequency and neuron priming.9 But this by
no means indicates that feedback concept is refuted
for early visual processes. A framework needs to be
built in order to study the contradictions. As stated
by Albright and Gross,10 any systematic method will
fail if they are without frameworks or prior models
due to the magnitude of complexity of the nonlinear processes in the brain. Caution is taken to avoid
compromise bias.
This paper is divided into ﬁve sections. Section 1
is on introduction and problem statement. Section 2
discusses the background literature for our framework. Since this work is about achieving invariance
through lower and higher level feed-forward architecture which is biologically inspired, Sec. 2.1 discusses the concept of invariance, Sec. 2.2 discusses

the hierarchical architecture which is used for lower
level visual system, and Sec. 2.3 discusses some
psychophysical experiments that help us model the
higher level visual system. The framework is discussed in Sec. 3, which is divided into lower and
higher level visual system. Results and discussions
of the performance of the framework are given in
Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 gives the conclusion.
2.

Background Literature

Extensive work on early biological visual systems has
been performed. Functional mapping and information ﬂow of the brain has been extensively worked
on. One can refer to the paper by Ungerleider and
Haxby11 for the path ways and functional roles of
parts in the brain. Feed-forward hierarchical model
with strict biological justiﬁcations is developed for
early visual processes.12–14 Fazl et al. developed a
model with diﬀerent functional parts in the “where”
and “what” stream contributing to attention selection through attentional shroud and saccadic eye
movements.15 However there is a lack of biological plausible models in neural processes of higher
level computational tasks such as invariance and stable symbolic representation for recognition.12,13,16–18
Probabilistic models like the top-down Bayesian
inference approach19 though can be used to interpret
psychophysical experiments, lack correspondences
between functional primitives and structural primitives. Thus, computational model for this research is
built based on literatures of psychophysical observations yet provide room for neuron processing to take
place. The problem intended to be solved is translation, scale and pose-invariance and low-level and
high-level information linkage.
2.1. Invariance
Invariance means being able to identify an object
when the object is being presented under diﬀerent transformations, such as insensitivity to certain
transformations like translation, scaling and rotation. More complicated invariance involves projection, illumination, depth transformation and facial
emotions. For an ability that seems eﬀortless for biological systems, ability to achieve invariance is an
extremely subtle and elusive problem to be solved
and emulated using current technologies at hand.
Among the most basic invariance is two-dimensional
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shift20 and scale invariance.21 But there are limitations to how much such transformations can be tolerated by the visual system. For review, refer to the
paper by Wiskott.22
The visual cortex consists of areas that have a
hierarchical structure.23 Along the visual stream of
the visual cortex, complexity in the cells’ preferred
attributes and invariance increases. Starting from
simple features, complexity increases to basic shapes,
then to view-speciﬁc object and ﬁnally pose-invariant
object. More precisely, early stage regions like the
striate cortex V1 respond selectively to images of
bars of certain orientation, V2 responds to angular
stimuli which arrives from nonlinear combination of
earlier response from much simpler cells, while V4
responds to more complicated shapes24 like the letter “T” or a cross, and more so for inferior temporal cortex where neurons, selective to a wide range
of attributes such as textures and colors, are tuned
to more complicated shapes. Complexity increases
further, where the neurons are tuned toward stimuli
like faces and limbs. For example, there are neurons
from the inferior temporal cortex that are observed
to be face pose-invariant, regardless of the position
of the face up to a certain threshold.25 Therefore, it
is believed that inferior temporal cortex is involved
in visual information processing and identiﬁcation of
objects.26,27 From electrophysiological observations,
cells from inferior temporal cortex shows little attenuation under transformations.28,29 Receptive ﬁeld
sizes (and thus, translation invariance), increases
from bottom to top level of the visual processing
hierarchy.30
To achieve invariance, proper metric needs to
be deﬁned that can be used as a comparison
tool between the input and a reference subject to
the design of the metric. Two hypotheses regarding shape constancy achieved by the reference are
brought forward by Palmer,31 that is, invariant features hypothesis and reference frame hypothesis.
Invariant features hypothesis states that the reference is deﬁned by features that do not change
with transformations such as relative length, number of lines, angle size and number of angles. Reference frame hypothesis assumes an inner reference
frame which neutralizes transformations that occurs
to the external object. This neutralization by a
counter transformation is called mental transformation. Experiment by Shepard shows that the more

transformation that occurred to an object from its
original position, the longer time it took for test subjects to identify it, thus, serves as an evidence for
mental rotation.32 This applies to scaling as well,
where “mental adjustment” is applied.
2.2. Simple/complex cells hierarchical
architecture
A rapid short presentation of visual signal, between
100 and 200 ms, is too fast for feedback modulation, eye movements and attention shifts to happen.
Normalizing to a standardized frame through feedback modulation is considered impossible under the
conventional concept of neuronal spike and process
that it represents for such a short time. Yet recognition, like scene gist, can be easily achieved in less
than 150 ms, as compared to ﬁxation duration which
is about 300 ms.33 Human can easily detect objects
in a natural scene and images or making accurate
statistical judgments within 150 ms.7,8,34–36 These
works12–14,37 provide a simple/complex cells hierarchical architecture of the visual cortex to explain the
ﬁrst 100–200 ms of visual processing, where attention modulation, feedbacks and eye shifts cannot be
aﬀorded due to such brief time. They also show that
2D translation and scaling invariance can be achieved
through the simple and complex cell hierarchical
structure. Serre et al. built a more sophisticated
version which includes four layers of these processing units to perform classiﬁcation.37 Invariance is
achieved due to pooling mechanism of complex cell
which picks the maximum value from the simple cells
it encompasses.
2.3. Implications from change
blindness experiments
For pose-invariance, method employed in models
from Fazl et al., and Riensenhuber and Poggio
involves storing all view images of the same object
(represented by view-tuned cells), which in turn activates one view-invariant cell.12,13,15
Experimental work on monkeys showed such
view-invariant cells reacting to novel objects (paper
clips).38–40 Multiple of these view-tuned cells activate a single cell (Grandfather cell), thus, it is invariant to diﬀerent views of the same object.13,41–44
This applies only when all views of diﬀerent poses of
the same object are stored, thus, enable recognition
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invariant to poses. This method is impractical for
large number of objects since the system needs to
be exposed to every view images, and to be able to
store them all. A solution, though unknown implementation wise, is to generate virtual views for novel
objects through interpolation between stored information when relevant templates are not available
through previously learnt prototypes,44–49 such that
novel view-points can be aligned to the nearest viewpoint. Borders of columns in inferior temporal cortex
contain overlaps which can enable continuous mapping of feature space as suggested by Tanaka.50 This
continuous mapping may contribute to the generation of object image in various views. Ideally, one
should be able to predict transformed faces from only
one view image (or test image) through past experiences. To deal with this problem, representation of
diﬀerent views needs to be generated from one particular view image, which requires substantial information. Yet, from observations and changed blindness
experiments51–53 internal representation of images in
the brain is informationally impoverished — we do
not have a full detailed image in our head when we
visualize. For the current research work, dimension
reduction is employed through principal component
analysis (PCA).54 PCA is used due to its simplicity and its ability to extract important components
which is crucial for scarce storage. Besides, PCA is
biologically supported by Oja learning rule that is
a variation of the Hebbian learning rule.55 Diﬀerent
view representation of faces is generated through geometrical transformation in this reduced space using
only one canonical vector per person.

be an interface which connects the fragmented but
information-rich signals from early visual stage with
representations in higher level, which is impoverished
but integrated. Besides, an appropriate dimension
reduction is crucial such that 3D pose-invariance can
be accounted for.
The work reported in this paper is on poseinvariant face recognition. The model used is based
on the literature in Sec. 2. No feedback is performed
for the work reported in this paper. The model can
be divided into two sections, which is, the lower and
higher level visual system. Lower level visual system
assumes the processes that took place from LGN to
the striate cortex (V1), while anything beyond V1 is
considered higher level.

3.

• The aspect ratio of the elliptical Gaussian envelope
is 2:1
• Wave’s propagating direction along short axis of
the envelope
• Bandwidth of 1.5 octaves. (Though for biological
receptive ﬁelds, the bandwidth may span from 1 to
2 octaves)
• Zero mean

Method

Visual system requires fast feed-forward mechanism for rapid vision and feedbacks and modulators
to extract relationships such as spatial links. The
fast-feed-forward mechanism is to extract important information from the input image given a
short presentation time within 100–200 ms. As had
been explained in the literature, attention modulation, eye shifting and feedbacks cannot happen
within this rapid time range. A simpliﬁed hierarchical architecture of simple and complex cells13 will
be employed for speed and to achieve 2D translation
and scale invariance. For a more advanced model,
refer to works by Serre et al.37 There should also

3.1. Lower level visual system
Early visual process is modeled according to the
three-stage convolution system.56 LGN performs
convolution on the incoming signal with diﬀerence
of Gaussian function.
Wavelets have been used for signal denoising eﬀectively in various ﬁelds such as EEGbased diagnosis of neurological57–64 and psychiatric
disorders,63,65–67 seismology,68,69 intelligent transportation,68,70–81,111 vibration control,82–88 system
identiﬁcation,89,90 health monitoring of structures91
and image processing.114 For V1, it is modeled using
Gabor wavelet.92 For the model, Gabor wavelet properties and its ensemble follows the over complete representation by Lee.93 Gabor wavelet is used to model
preliminary visual cortex due to biological and information theoretic reasons.94 Gabor wavelet ψ used
has the following properties:

Where (x, y) is the center point of the wavelet, ω0
the unit spatial frequency and θ the orientation.
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ω02  − ω022 (4(x cos θ+y sin θ)2 +(−x sin θ+y cos θ)2 ) 
e 8k
8k 2
 φ

√
2 +1
k = 2 ln 2
,
2φ − 1
(1)

β=

where φ is the bandwidth (1.5 octave for biological
model).
Simple cell output is the Gabor coeﬃcient value.
A spatial area and a range of frequencies are connected to a single complex cell. The complex cell
will then obtain the maximum value out of those
simple cells connected to it. This is the MAX pooling method as described in the hierarchical architecture.12,13 Biologically plausible suggestion of the
MAX operation is provided by Yu et al.95 Tests will
be performed on diﬀerent pooling methods, that is,
using MAX method and the SUM method. SUM
method means obtaining the linear summation value
of the output of simple cells encompassed by the
complex cell. MAX is a nonlinear approach, whereas
SUM is a linear approach.12 But for SUM, the output cannot be used to determine whether a certain
feature is present within the receptive ﬁeld. Feature
speciﬁcity is lost due to contributions from all simple
cells. For MAX, it can be determined since the maximum value of simple cells determines the output.
There are cells in striate cortex96 and inferior temporal97 cortex that exhibits the MAX approach. For
current work, MAX method is performed artiﬁcially
just by choosing the maximum absolute value from
the simple cells (since they are in complex value due
to Gabor transformation). For a biological plausible
approach, refer to Yu et al.95
3.2. Higher level visual system
Visible persistence only persists for a very short
interval, after which it will decay or replaced by subsequent signals. But visible persistence is the only
memory as discussed by Hollingworth98 that supports visual phenomenology. Short and long term
memory is too impoverished in terms of information
to support this. Thus, there should be a block that
establishes an interface between these two. The block
stores the bases that reduce the dimension of the
incoming information. The bases of choice are those
that can reduce dimensions as much as possible, yet
contain enough information to enable transformation
for invariance recognition. The bases should extract

important information from the information-rich yet
fragmented signal from the primary visual area. The
extracted information has very low dimension, which
is crucial for higher level storage. They are informationally impoverished, but stable. They should also
be capable of reconstructing back the original signal
with high resemblance (visualization) such that an
interface between the low and high visual area can
be established. Visualization can be said a rough estimation of the actual face in high-dimensional space,
but represented by information in low dimension.
Thus, this provides a link between information-rich
yet fragmented low level and impoverished but stable
and integrated high level information. This acts as
an object-centered mapping which enables cumulative learning through transformation of features that
can contribute to methods as proposed in Ref. 99.
At the moment, tests on visualization have yet to be
performed, thus, not reported.
Principle components can be used to reconstruct
images which are crucial in visualization. This is
because unlike linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
that extracts vectors for discrimination between
classes, PCA extracts vectors that best describes
the image. Scarcity of sample test images also pose
a problem for LDA since diﬀerent views need to
be generated from only one test image. Low samples will reduce LDA’s performance drastically.100
Apart from that, LDA is unable to classify nonfrontal
images given only frontal images.101 Though it is not
clear how these bases arise or, information processing wise, are the principle components or independent components actually been utilized, but for the
current work, the purpose is to develop an invariance recognition framework that acts as a guide for
further in-depth study. This is also supported by Oja
learning rule,55 which extracts principle components.
Therefore, using PCA can provide insight into the
interface between information-rich yet fragmented
representation and integrated yet impoverished and
abstract representation. High-dimensional space of
the original 2D representation is used to interface
with high-informational yet fragmented bottom-up
signal. The low-dimensional space that is derived
through PCA is used as abstraction and transformation. Therefore, this provides an interface between
the fragmented yet information-rich representation
and the impoverished yet integrated and stable
representation.
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Given the tensor F̄pθ (x) which contains all training facial images, where the subscript p = individual
identiﬁcation index, θ = pose index, N = spatial
dimension (high dimension) and M = number of
individuals:


F̄1 θ (1) F̄2 θ (1) . . . F̄M θ (1)



 F̄1 θ (2) F̄2 θ (2)


F̄pθ = 
. (2)
..
..


.
.


F̄1 θ (N )

F̄M θ (N )

For clarity, F̄1 θ (2) is the gray scale scalar value at
spatial location 2 of the person 1 with a facial pose of
θ, Eq. (3) shows a reduced dimension tensor through
PCA, P̄pθ , where n = number of reduced dimension:


P̄1 θ (1) P̄2 θ (1) . . . P̄M θ (1)



 P̄1 θ (2) P̄2 θ (2)


P̄pθ =  .
. (3)
..

 .
.

 .
P̄1 θ (n)

P̄M θ (n)

Transformation between poses is performed on the
reduced dimension space P̄pθ . For the current work,
setting n = M , transformation T̄θ1 θ2 between two
poses (from θ1 to θ2 ) is directly obtained through:


P̄1 θ2 (1) P̄2 θ2 (1) . . . P̄M θ2 (1)


 P̄

 1 θ2 (2) P̄2 θ2 (2)


Tθ1 θ2 = 
..


..


.
.


P̄1 θ2 (n)
P̄M θ2 (n)


P̄1 θ1 (1) P̄2

 P̄1 θ1 (2) P̄2

×
..


.

P̄1 θ1 (n)

θ1 (1)

...

P̄M

θ1 (2)

..

.
P̄M

v11 (1)


θ1 (1)

 1
 v1 (2)
V =
 .
 ..




.




θ1 (n)

The obtained transformation matrix is overﬁtting.
This means eﬀect of noise is also equally emphasized
as other more important features. A nonoverﬁtting
transformation can be obtained as102 :
θ2

= P̄p

θ2 P̄p

T
θ1 (P̄p θ1 P̄p

T
θ1

+ αI)−1 ,

v12 (1)

. . . v1M (1)

v21 (1)

v22 (1) · · · vθ̄M (1)

v12 (2)

v1M (2)

v21 (2)

v22 (2)

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

v11 (N ) v12 (N )

(4)

Tθ1

But it is by no means being claimed that transformation is being performed as such by the brain.
A more appropriate dynamical method needs to be
found with biological support and implementable by
cognitive wet-ware. This can be likened to developing
a training method that trains perception toward the
input image proposed in Ref. 103. Transformation
provides invariance by generating a template that
can properly interface with the input image according to its transformed state. Geometrically, the different state vectors of diﬀerent transformations of an
object meant the same thing, just that they are represented in diﬀerent manifold. Manifolds are projections from the ambient space. Transformation matrix
linked these manifolds together. Representation will
be transformed to a canonical state ﬁrst before the
transmission. This ﬁts the ﬁnding on mental rotation from Shepard104 and Jolicoeur.32 Reaction times
depend on how much transformation is applied to
achieve the original position. Palmer31 found that
test subjects generally have a canonical representation of an object they want to recognize.
For current work, the manifold is determined
through inner product with the adjoint face vector of
diﬀerent poses and pick the winner. Adjoint vectors
are vectors which are being “melted” with diﬀerent
face vectors of the same pose as proposed in Ref. 105.
Given a face represented by vector vθI =
I
[vθ (1) vθT (2) · · · vθI (n)]T , where θ = pose and
I = person identiﬁer index. All these vectors are combined to obtain the matrix:



(5)

where superscript T = transpose, α = constant
(determined through experiments) and I = identity
matrix.

...

v1M (N ) v21 (N ) v22 (N )


,



vθ̄M (2) 
.
.
.

vθ̄M (N )

with N = dimension of image representational space,
M = total persons and θ̄ = total pose. To obtain the
pose of an image vector is to apply an operator to
the image vector to produce the result of the pose.
If the operation is linear, it means inner product
with a set of vectors to obtain the order parameter which signiﬁes the pose. Thus, the solution is to
ﬁnd a vector or a linear classiﬁer that, when acted
on the input vector, will produce a ﬁnite value with
the magnitude depending on the represented component in the input vector. Directly using prototype
image vectors as operators will cause cross-talk since
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covariant components are extracted, which is interdependent under nonorthogonal condition.
To prevent cross-talk, contra-variant component
is extracted instead of covariant. This can be
achieved by applying an appropriate metric tensor
to the nonorthogonal operators. Contra-variant component allows reconstruction of the original vector
through parallelogram summation given that the
input vector can be fully represented by it. Given
the matrix above, the contra-variant component can
be obtained as follows:
α



T

−1

S = I (V V )

considered that a population of cells provides evidence in terms of neuronal activity, which happens
through time and space.107 This is performed using
nonlinear shunting network equation108 with fasterthan-linear signal function. The dynamic equation is
as follows:
∂xi
= −Ai xi + (Bi − xi )(Ii + S(xi ))
∂t


− (xi + Ci ) 
j=i

T

wij S(xj ) + Ñ (t),

Ij +
j=i

(6)

V X,

where S α is the order parameter. More details can
be obtained from Ref. 106. For distinct identiﬁcation
for every image residing in vector V , Iˆ is an identity
matrix. But for pose detection,




1 1
1
î 0
0




1
1 1
0 î
0





Iˆ = 
,
 with i = 
..
..




.
.





0 0
i
1 1
1
with the number of rows for the square matrix Iˆ
equals the number of poses p and the rows for the

square matrix i equals the number of persons m.
Iˆ can be considered a correlation matrix, which
determines how much any two vectors reside in
V correlate with each other. Here, any persons’ faces
with the same poses will be given maximum correlation. Therefore, a vector, which is a result of
the combination of these faces (which is also called
“melting”), is produced. These vectors act as linear
classiﬁer to determine the pose of a given face image.
After the pose is determined, transformation
is performed to transform the input to the predetermined canonical pose.
Comparison between the input and the stored
representations is performed through inner product,
which produces an order parameter vector. Order
parameter vector (containing M elements indicating M number of people) holds the similarity magnitude between the input and the people in the
database regardless of pose. The winning face will
be chosen through winner-take-all (meaning choosing the person that has the highest order parameter
magnitude). To include temporal eﬀects, evidence
accumulation mechanism is employed. It is being

where
Ii = order parameter input of the ith face which
perturbs the system.
Ai = decay factor of the internal state variable xi .
Bi and Ci deﬁnes the upper and lower limit of the
state variable xi .
wij = the feedback weights

N (t) = noisy ﬂuctuation with 0 mean
S(xi ) = ax2 , which is a faster-than-linear signal
function.
For this model, decay factor and upper/lower limits are assumed the same for all state variables xi .
A state variable is a symbolic representation of a
person. wij is assumed to be identity such that all
state variables have equal contribution.
The units handled by the shunting network represents one particular person (not a view-point of a
person), which is pose-invariant. It can be likened to
the view-invariant cells of inferior temporal cortex.
To handle 10 persons, A = Ai = 1, B = Bi = 2,
 (t) is a Gaussian noise
C = Ci = 0 and a = 10. N
with 0 mean and standard deviation of 0.5. Parameters are set through calibration. The motivation is
for the dynamics to be able to perform winner-takeall. The attraction of the attractor should be strong
enough to ignore unwanted signals such as noise and
distortions from transformations, yet weak enough
such that the dynamics will approach a new attractor
given a sudden change of perturbation. More analysis
is required on the equation since the size of storage
requires diﬀerent parameter settings for stable and
optimum dynamics. Figure 1(a) shows the recognition performance over time (given a 7 unit translated and 10% noisy image). As shown, over time
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(iterations), information is constantly being collected
which slowly drives the recognition magnitude of the
correct person. Figure 1(b) shows a change in attractor when perturbation changes. In the case of face
recognition, this means, a sudden change of view to
another person.
The nonlinear shunting dynamic equation is currently too slow and requires more extensive analysis for higher number of faces. A more artiﬁcial but
faster and more eﬃcient method is employed to deal
with high number of faces, which is:
∂xi
=a
∂t

(a)




Vi2
Vi
−
,
V 2  V 

(7)

where

Vi = xi Ii

and V  =
i

Vi2 .

Figure 1(c) shows the dynamic of recognition process
for 200 persons with 7 unit translation, 70% noise
and random pose. The notable jaggedness is due to
noise and high a value to hasten recognition process.
Figure 2 shows the working diagram of the high level
visual system of the model.
4.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Dynamics of recognition process under shunting
network and artiﬁcial network.

Results and Discussion

Tests are performed on the 2D translation and scaling invariance capabilities of the simple to complex
cell structure, determination of pose through melting
method, 3D pose-invariance capability of geometrical
transformation of the principle components reduced
space and information accumulation of the shunting
network.
For the experiments, face database used is
the facial recognition technology (FERET) face
database. FERET database is used to obtain insight
into real world face recognition problems, and also for
comparison purposes with existing face recognition
system which supports pose-invariance. It contains
200 subjects with diﬀerent pose image each, which is
a large number compared to other databases. This is
important for principle components extraction, since
low number of subjects can lead to lower generalization which is insuﬃcient for representation of images
in lower dimensional space. Images are cropped 62
units at the top and 66 units at the bottom of the
image, making the image 256 × 256. It is then resized
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Information
accumulation

To visualization..

Canonical vectors

PCA coeﬃcients
(reduced dimensional
space)

Extract PCAcoeﬃcients

Fig. 2.

Choose correct
representational
space

Diagram of the high level visual system.

to 100 × 100. No face-centered adjustments are performed in order to test the eﬀectiveness of the simple to complex cell architecture in solving translation
and scaling invariance. Any other form of normalization (except converting the image vector to one unit
length) is not performed. Figure 3 shows example of
pre-processed (cropped and resized) faces of one pose
to be used for experiment.
150 subjects will be randomly chosen for every
test to be trained to obtain their principle components and transformation matrix. The remaining 50
will be used as testing subjects. For the experiments,

Fig. 3.

every subject has seven images each representing a
particular pose (left to right). Up to down pose is
not performed, but the basics are the same. Emotion and illumination are assumed to be null. For
every pose of every subject, only 1 image will be
used for that particular pose per person for training.
After training, there are seven representation spaces
with six transformation matrices. For simple cells,
the Gabor wavelets used are wavelets with 4 unit frequency (0.1 per pixel) with orientations 0, 0.4, 0.8,
1.2, 1.6, 2, 2.4 and 2.8 radians. The 0.1 per pixel spatial frequency is chosen empirically. Experiment on

Example of pre-processed faces for one particular pose.
1250029-9
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recognition is performed (randomly pose-wise) using
Gabor wavelet of spatial frequency from 1 (0.05 per
pixel) to 9 units (0.3175 per pixel) frequency.
Tests are performed to determine the size of the
receptive ﬁeld L for the complex cell and the distance
between two center points D that produces the best
recognition result. Values for L are 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and
13, whereas values for D are 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. For the
test, 150 persons are randomly chosen for training.
The remaining 50 are testing sets. The testing images
are randomly translated using normal distribution
with mean equal to 0 translation and standard deviation of 8. Poses for test subjects are randomly chosen.
Recognition rate is obtained through the average
performance of all the tests. The optimum receptive ﬁeld size is 7 × 7 with a distance of 5 units
between two center points, which has a recognition
rate of 0.72.
Experiment on recognition rate after transformation to various angles given a particular pose
is performed. The experiment begins by deﬁning a
canonical representation space. Canonical representation space is where comparison between input and
database image are performed. For example, if face
representation at 0◦ pose is treated as the canonical
space, then every other face with diﬀerent pose needs
to be transformed to this 0◦ space before recognition takes place. The input image is transformed to
the canonical representation space such that evaluation is performed. (Example, 15 to 0 means 0◦
pose representation is the canonical representation,
whereas the 15◦ pose is the input image). Results
for the same absolute angles are averaged due to the
assumption that face is symmetrical. Therefore, as
an example, there’s no transformation from −30 to
60◦ . For FERET, the angles are +/− 0, 15, 25 and
40◦ . For each test, two methods of pooling of complex cells are carried out, which is the MAX method
(extracting the maximum value of the simple cells
encompassed by the complex cell) and SUM method
(extracting the linear summation values of the simple
cells encompassed by the complex cell).
Altogether, there are three tests being carried
out, which are, recognition without geometrical
transformation, recognition with gradual transformation (overﬁtting and nonoverﬁtting) and with
direct transformation (overﬁtting and nonoverﬁtting). The parameter α from nonoverﬁtting transformation is obtained by performing a series of tests

on diﬀerent values of α, where the optimum value is
chosen.
Recognition without transformation means no
geometrical transformation is being carried out to
transform the representational space to the canonical space. This is to test the contribution of input
image to recognition rate without applying any algorithms. The motivation is to ﬁnd out whether it is
the transformation alone that contributes to higher
recognition rate or due to other low level information.
Recognition with direct transformation and with
gradual transformation both involves geometrical
transformation. But the diﬀerence is that for gradual
transformation, transformation is performed gradually from manifold to manifold. Geometrically, it
means the path strictly occurs on the surface of
the whole atlas of manifold. For direct transformation, direct transform from one manifold to the other
can occur regardless of whether they are neighbors
or not.
Gradual transformation is the desirable mode
of transformation since information ﬂow should be
gradual and their relevance depends on how near
their metric distance is to each other. In terms of
pose generation in reduced space for face recognition,
gradual transformation supports the concept that
the greater the angle from the canonical pose, the
lesser the relevant information is present for recognition. But this can be enhanced by gradual information accumulation, where accumulation occurs in
terms of the current manifold the system is working on. Experiment on direct transformation is performed for comparison purposes. In ideal case, the
matrix of direct transformation should be able to be
obtained through operations of a chain of gradual
transformation given that both have the same starting and ending points.
As can be seen from Table 1, when no transformation is applied, recognition rate is very low with
a range of around 2% to 3%. This shows that no low
level information is contributing to pose-invariant
recognition. Except for a few anomalies which can
be ignored, no preference in pose toward recognition is observed from the data. Relationship between
recognition performance and distance between poses
are not observed. This means information extraction
prior to comparison is crucial since it is required for
recognition tasks, as opposed to mere inner product.
This also shows the eﬀectiveness of the framework
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Table 1.

Recognition rate under no transformation.

Degree (◦ )
15 to 0
25 to 0
40 to 0
0 to 15
25 to 15
40 to 15
0 to 25
15 to 25
40 to 25
0 to 40
15 to 40
25 to 40

Max (%)

SUM (%)

2.0
2.4
4.0
2.2
2.2
1.4
6.0
1.8
2.4
3.6
4.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.4
1.8
1.6
2.0
6.0
2.2
2.4
4.0
2.6
2.2

Table 3. Recognition rate under direct transformation
with 150 training subjects and 50 testing images.
Degree (◦ )

15 to 0
25 to 0
40 to 0
0 to 15
25 to 15
40 to 15
0 to 25
15 to 25
40 to 25
0 to 40
15 to 40
25 to 40

(results shown subsequently), which does not rely on
low level information such as global statistical information that is invariant to transformation.
Comparing gradual and direct overﬁtting transformation from Tables 2 and 3, both gives
approximately the same performance. Gradual transformation works equally as well as the direct mode.
Although more transformation is required for gradual approach, which is more likely to introduce
distortion, from the test results, the distortion is negligible or nonexistent. This shows that local transformation is general and suﬃcient enough to embed
all the manifolds together in the reduced dimensional space to achieve left–right pose-invariance.
But in terms of application, gradual transformation

Table 2. Recognition rate under gradual transformation with 150 training subjects and 50 testing
images.
Degree (◦ )

Max (%)

SUM (%)

Nonoverﬁt Overﬁt Nonoverﬁt Overﬁt
15 to 0
25 to 0
40 to 0
0 to 15
25 to 15
40 to 15
0 to 25
15 to 25
40 to 25
0 to 40
15 to 40
25 to 40

98.8
12.6
3.6
97.6
97.3
13.2
12.4
98.2
93.4
4.2
6.6
91.1

98.0
90.5
56.2
96.3
94.0
74.5
86.0
93.1
89.6
55.0
73.4
84.2

99.3
22.0
2.0
96.2
95.5
9.0
19.6
98.0
87.3
2.6
8.0
90.0

93.5
83.3
51.3
94.4
90.1
67.8
80.6
93.0
84.2
59.1
74.2
82.0

Max (%)

SUM (%)

Nonoverﬁt

Overﬁt

Nonoverﬁt

Overﬁt

98.8
94.3
57.0
97.6
97.3
78.0
91.2
98.2
93.4
52.8
73.7
91.1

96.5
90.5
56.3
95.4
92.1
70.8
85.6
90.3
89.6
55.0
74.2
84.0

99.3
87.6
53.2
96.2
95.5
65.3
86.2
98.0
87.3
58.0
77.3
90.0

96.0
75.3
61.8
94.3
88.2
64.6
82.0
86.7
84.1
56.7
62.5
76.4

is slower since every transformation takes up time
regardless how small the transformation is. This
problem can be signiﬁcant if the number of poses
within certain range of angle (pose resolution)
increases.
For nonoverﬁtting transformation, direct transformation gives an even better result compared to
the former. But for gradual transformation, recognition is performed very badly. This may be due to
some features that are crucial for continual transformation being regarded as noise during the extraction
of nonoverﬁtting transformation matrix. More information theoretic work needs to be performed on this
area to provide a clearer picture of the problem.
From Tables 2 and 3, when two poses are nearer
to each other, recognition rate is high because it
only requires minimal transformation. As for larger
variation of poses, multiple transformations need to
be performed to obtain the correct representation
space, and therefore, can lead to distortion if the
input image is not fully representable by the principle
components. Another interpretation is that for larger
pose diﬀerence, there is less correlated information as
their representation manifolds are further from each
other. Transformations that involves 40◦ pose have
lower relative recognition rate. This may be due to
inappropriate combination of Gabor wavelet or frequency, which might not extract suﬃcient information for transformation to other poses or vice versa.
As stated by Keil,109 spatial frequency and combination of Gabor wavelet depends on the task performed.
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In terms of pooling method (MAX or SUM),
MAX method gives a better result for FERET
database as can be seen from the table. Therefore,
MAX pooling method is applied to complex cells.
Gradual overﬁt, direct overﬁt and direct nonoverﬁtting transformation is then used with adjoint
vector for pose-invariant test. As discussed before,
adjoint vector is used to determine the pose, and
thus, determining the starting manifold. It will
then be transformed to the canonical representation.
Adjoint vector is also obtained using the prior 150
training persons. Results are shown in Table 4. From
the result, it can be seen that although pose detection accuracy with respect to the claimed angle associated with the face image is low, recognition rate is
still high. Therefore, it is more appropriate to regard
the adjoint vector as determiner of the appropriate transformation matrix. Results can be improved
given more accurate pose detection.
Comparison of result at Table 5 is performed
on Ref. 110, where classiﬁcation is performed using
virtual faces generated by one image. Coarse alignment of the eyes for the training and test images
are performed. Input face image is ﬁrst projected
to a lower dimensional subspace. The transformed
vector is then used for classiﬁcation. Various classiﬁers are used for recognition. The best result is

Table 4.
Degree
(◦ )

0 to 0
15 to 0
25 to 0
40 to 0
0 to 15
15 to 15
25 to 15
40 to 15
0 to 25
15 to 25
25 to 25
40 to 25
0 to 40
15 to 40
25 to 40
40 to 40

Pose-invariant recognition result.

Gradual
Direct
Direct
Pose
overﬁtting overﬁtting nonoverﬁtting detection
(%)
(%)
(%)
accuracy
(%)
99.8
90.8
86.4
53.2
94.6
99.2
92.2
68.0
86.2
93.4
100
87.0
59.0
66.8
81.2
96.0

100
89.8
83.4
59.0
94.2
100
94.0
75.6
84.6
92.8
100
84.2
53.0
66.4
84.2
98.6

100
94.6
87.0
51.4
97.2
100
96.2
76.4
88.0
94.6
99.4
86.4
61.0
72.2
85.8
99.4

66.1
51.3
68.3
78.0
65.7
54.4
67.5
76.8
68.2
50.6
67.9
77.0
66.8
52.0
65.6
78.8

Table 5.

Comparisons with other research works.

Methods
Sharma et al.110
LDA (Belhumeur et al. 1997)
2D LDA (Kong et al. 2005)
PCA (Turk and
Pentland 1991)
CLAFIC (Cevikalp
et al. 2009)
CLAFIC-µ (Cevikalp
et al. 2009)
RADON (Jadhav et al. 2009)
WRADON (Jadhav
et al. 2009)
NFL (Pang et al. 2007)
ONFL (Pang et al. 2009)

0◦ +/− 15◦ +/− 25◦
(%)
(%)
(%)

99
100
96.5

79.8
81.3
70.8

76.5
76.8
66.3

100

71.0

65.5

100

73.3

67.8

98
100

69.0
75.5

66.0
67.3

100
100

80.0
83.5

76.3
79.3

Overﬁtting gradual transform 99.8

90.8

86.4

Overﬁtting direct transform

100

89.8

83.4

Nonoverﬁtting direct
transform

100

94.6

87.0

100% for 0◦ pose, 83.5% for +/− 15◦ pose and 79.3%
for +/− 25◦ pose. These are compared to results
of the current work with 0◦ pose as the canonical
representation.
In order to have a more in depth observation of the translation and scaling invariance property, test is performed to compare the performance
between using MAX pooling and without it. Without using MAX pooling means using Gabor coeﬃcients straight from simple cells, omitting pooling by
complex cells. Procedures are same as previously discussed. Gradual overﬁtting transformation is used.
Recognition rate average between transformation
15 and 0◦ and 25◦ and 0◦ is used for comparison.
40 to 0◦ test is not used due to bad recognition rate
which might interfere with the comparisons. Figure 4
shows the result for translation and Fig. 5 shows
result for scaling. Both results show improvements in
translation and scaling invariance using MAX pooling. There is a slight drop in recognition rate at 0
translation and scaling for the test without using
MAX pooling. This is due to noncentered faces which
introduces slight translation and scaling. MAX pooling contributes by eliminating the eﬀects of these
slight changes.
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Fig. 4. Translation invariance with and without MAX
pooling.

Fig. 5. Scaling invariance with and without MAX
pooling.

5. Conclusion
Invariance is a subtle problem for face recognition.
Yet, for biological visual system, invariance is easily
achieved. For this research work, a translation, scaling and 3D pose-invariant (left–right) face recognition system has been built based on biological visual
system with promising results. This can also act as
a framework for further research in this ﬁeld.
For early visual processes, suitable Gabor
wavelets based on the work of Lee93 are used to
model simple cell receptive ﬁelds on striate cortex. Simple/complex hierarchical architecture12,13 is

employed to achieve translation and scaling invariance and also provide an explanation for rapid vision.
MAX pooling of complex cells on simple cell will
eliminate eﬀects of translation and scaling up to
a certain threshold. These early architectures are
based on observations on biological visual system.
From the results, MAX method performs better compared to SUM method.
For higher level visual system, our model is based
on psychophysical evidences. From these observations, it is found that brain performs geometrical
transformation to achieve pose-invariance (though
unsure whether it is mental rotation or perspective
transformation). Apart from this, information content from early visual stages is high but fragmented.
But information content is low yet integrated for
higher level visual stages (from V1 onwards). To
account for these, for this model, transformation is
performed on a reduced dimensional space where the
components are the coeﬃcients for principle components (which is supported by Oja learning rule).
Therefore, a face is represented and processed in this
low dimensional space.
Comparison and information accumulation are
performed after the representation in reduced dimensional space is transformed to its equivalent canonical state. Information accumulation is performed
using nonlinear shunting network with higher than
linear transfer function to simulate winner take all.
The representation element at this stage exists in an
even lower dimension, as it only represents the identity of a face (regardless of the pose).
Recognition is performed without face detection,
salient point detection and alignment. Calibration is
performed to obtain optimum results. Based on the
result obtained for gradual overﬁt, direct overﬁt and
direct nonoverﬁt transformation using PCA, recognition performance (with translation, diﬀerent scaling
and poses) is very promising. Besides, MAX pooling
provides more translation and scaling invariance.
But the tests are limited to 0, 15, 25 and 40◦ pose
as provided by FERET database. What about the
angles in between such as 10 and 22.6◦? Given the
current work on gradual transformation, we would
like to suggest the construction of Lie group encompassing allowable transformations. But collecting the
dataset for the construction of the group and methods of determining the parameters or coordinates of
the Lie group are subjects of further research.
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